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Recent work has raised the possibility that chromatin modifications pre-set embryonic patterns of gene
expression. In this issue of Developmental Cell, Lindeman et al. (2011) support this observation and describe
how the pattern of several chromatin marks evolves over the transition from maternal to zygotic control of
development.From a transcriptional standpoint, embry-
onic development represents the unfold-
ing of a complex genetic regulatory
network that directs the precise spatio-
temporal patterning of the embryo. Thus,
the developmental status of an embryo
is reflected by the roster of genes ex-
pressed at a particular time as the embryo
progresses through the network. Under-
lying the network is equally complex chro-
matin architecture that regulates gene
expression. The posttranslational modifi-
cation of chromatin influences transcrip-
tion by serving as a binding platform for
additional transcriptional regulatory fac-
tors, which, in turn, positively and nega-
tively regulate gene expression. However,
whereas patterns of gene expression
directly correlate with developmental
stage, patterns of chromatin modifica-
tions show a different relationship with
developmental time. Indeed, several lines
of evidence have shown that embryonic
chromatin is prepatterned in amanner that
broadly reflects developmental potential
(see, for example, Akkers et al., 2009;
Guenther et al., 2007; Vastenhouw et al.,
2010; Xu et al., 2011).
The new work from Lindeman and
colleagues is the latest in a series of
studies investigating the chromatin modi-
fication status of early embryos as they
pass a critical developmental landmark
termed the midblastula transition (MBT)
(see also Akkers et al., 2009; Vastenhouw
et al., 2010). Embryonic cells are initially
pluripotent, and the early stages of devel-
opment are geared toward amplifying cell
numbers while suppressing the activation
of programs of cell fate specification and
differentiation. In animals such as fish
and amphibians, pluripotency is main-tained by suppressing large-scale gene
expression until the MBT (Tadros and Lip-
shitz, 2009). Chromatin modifications
linked with transcriptional activation
(e.g., H3K4me3) and repression (e.g.,
H3K27me3) are broadly established in
these early embryos. In zebrafish, both
activating and repressing marks are es-
tablished at the same promoters in the
same cells, as is seen at ‘‘bivalent’’ loci
in mammalian embryonic stem cells
(Vastenhouw et al., 2010). In contrast,
Xenopus embryos establish activating
and repressive marks at the same
promoters but within different cells, re-
flecting spatially restricted gene expres-
sion (Akkers et al., 2009). In either case,
the activating marks typically precede
gene expression, pointing to the common
theme in these studies that embryos
establish chromatin prepattern in ad-
vance of gene expression.
Lindeman et al. further address when
these patterns are established relative to
the zebrafish MBT. Although the previous
studies concluded that pre-MBT embryos
lack these patterns, by use of a sensitive
chromatin immunoprecipitation tech-
nique, the authors now find that these
marks are established earlier than previ-
ously detected, before the MBT. In partic-
ular, approximately 1,000 genes (8% of
identified genes) are marked by the acti-
vating H3K4me3 modification before the
MBT, whereas fewer genes are marked
by the repressive modifications H3K9
and K27me3. Pre-MBT marking of
promoters with H3K4me3 correlates with
a greater likelihood of high-level expres-
sion at or after the MBT, supporting
the hypothesis that chromatin prepat-
tern underlies a robust transcriptionalDevelopmental Cell 21, Dresponse during zygotic genome activa-
tion. Additionally, pre-MBT H3K4me3
marked promoters are also likely to
acquire repressive H3K9 or K27me3
marks at or after the MBT, although the
importance of this temporal pattern is
not clear. Whether this arises from dual
marking of single promoters to establish
‘‘bivalency’’ or instead reflects spatially
restricted gene expression patterns is an
important question for future studies.
The sensitivity of chromatin analysis in
early embryos, given their large cells and
low relative chromatin abundance, is
a nontrivial issue, and thus Lindeman
et al. validate their assays through several
approaches and also detect chromatin
marks by immunofluorescence as early
as the 128-cell stage, three cell cycles
before the MBT. The early detection of
these chromatin marks is interesting not
only because it pushes the onset of chro-
matin modifications to an earlier stage of
development but also because it illus-
trates the maintenance of chromatin
marks during the remarkably rapid cell
cycles of the pre-MBT embryo. But this
also raises the question: How much
earlier can these marks be detected?
Interestingly, a significant fraction of the
marked loci in the pre-MBT embryo are
likewise marked in zebrafish sperm (Wu
et al., 2011), raising the possibility of
direct inheritance of developmental pre-
pattern from the gametes to the early
embryo. This is still an untested hypoth-
esis that will surely receive additional
attention in the future. Alternatively,
some of thesemarks could be established
in response to early embryonic patterning
signals, as is seen at early targets of
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Previews(Blythe et al., 2010). Although it may prove
technically difficult to look even earlier in
order to draw a direct connection
between the gametes and the MBT, this
question is amenable to experimentation.
For example, would interfering with early
embryonic inductive cues alter the global
chromatin prepattern, or do these pat-
terns persist despite loss of the earliest
developmental signals (Blythe et al.,
2010)? Conversely, would interfering
with chromatin-modifying activities in the
male (or female) germline result in later
embryonic defects? In either case, these
observations provide fertile ground for
ultimately testing how these global
patterns are initially established during
development.
In principle, the appearance of
H3K4me3 marks in pre-MBT embryos
could reflect early gene activation,
despite the canon that zygotic genes are
not activated until after the MBT in zebra-
fish. Although the majority of the loci
marked with H3K4me3 before the MBT
are transcriptionally silent, approximately
10% (847 of 8471 genes) of transcripts
detected in pre-MBT embryos are not
detected in oocytes; for many of these
newly detected mRNAs, their appearance
before MBT could reflect increased
polyadenylation following fertilization.
However, pre-MBT transcription is an
established phenomenon in Xenopus,
Drosophila, and other model organisms
(Harrison et al., 2011; Skirkanich et al.,978 Developmental Cell 21, December 13, 202011; Tadros and Lipshitz, 2009), and it
remains possible that a subset of pre-
MBT marked loci is transcribed early in
zebrafish as well. Interestingly, one of
the nine pre-MBT marked loci selected
for expression analysis demonstrates
pre-MBT transcription. The question be-
comes whether new transcription before
the MBT in zebrafish is developmentally
significant, as shown in Drosophila (Harri-
son et al., 2011) and Xenopus (Skirkanich
et al., 2011). Furthermore, it will be inter-
esting to examine whether such early
expressed loci differ from silent but
prepatterned loci at the level of their
chromatin modification status.
Nevertheless, most of the genes that
acquire chromatin marks before the
MBT are likely not transcribed until after
the MBT. In addition to understanding
what directs these marks and whether
they are propagated from gamete to
zygote, future studies will need to address
the function of these marks. For example,
does early zygotic prepatterning have
instructive or modulatory roles during the
initial patterning of the embryo, as is
seen in later cell fate decisions (Xu et al.,
2011)? One functional approach to test
this will be to direct modifiers to specific
gene regulatory regions, for example by
fusing chromatinmodifiers to site-specific
DNA binding factors and testing the effect
of either placing or removing chromatin
marks on later gene expression and
development, as described for the regula-11 ª2011 Elsevier Inc.tion of Wnt target genes in Xenopus
(Blythe et al., 2010). This and other
approaches will be needed to test the
general hypothesis that, whereas the
pattern of gene expression establishes
developmental state, chromatin prepat-
tern defines developmental potential in
pluripotent cells of the embryo.
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